Introduction
============

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-associated mortality worldwide, and non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) represents about 80%--85% of all lung cancers.[@b1-ott-11-3697] Unfortunately, since the majority of patients are diagnosed at an advanced stage, the opportunity for surgical resection is lost, and the drug therapy is the main treatment option.

During the past few years, the discovery of activating mutations in the kinase domain of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) gene has changed the treatment strategy for NSCLC, especially adenocarcinoma.[@b2-ott-11-3697] Recent studies have confirmed that EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) when used as first-line treatment for advanced NSCLC patients with activating EGFR mutations provided a significantly superior response rate (RR) and progression-free survival (PFS), as well as better quality-of-life scores.[@b3-ott-11-3697]--[@b7-ott-11-3697] Therefore, EGFR TKIs have become the preferred first-line treatment for NSCLC patients with EGFR mutations.

However, disease progression occurs after a median of 10--14 months from the beginning of TKI therapy,[@b8-ott-11-3697] and the development of acquired resistance to the first-line EGFR-TKI treatment is inevitable, and most of these patients needed subsequent salvage therapy. Some new drugs were designed to conquer the mechanism of acquired resistance such as T790M mutation or MET amplification, and the associated clinical trials are still ongoing.[@b9-ott-11-3697]--[@b11-ott-11-3697] However, these new drugs were not widely used in clinical practice. In addition, not all acquired resistance is related to T790M mutation and the exact mechanism is still unclear.[@b9-ott-11-3697],[@b12-ott-11-3697] In these patients, second-line cytotoxic chemotherapy is still the main treatment option. But the optimum chemotherapeutic regimen in these patients is unclear. Pemetrexed is currently used in clinical practice as second-line chemotherapy in patients with NSCLC.[@b13-ott-11-3697]

Some recent clinical trials have been conducted to evaluate the second-line chemotherapeutic regimens with or without pemetrexed for advanced NSCLC patients who had progressed after treatment with first-line EGFR TKIs.[@b14-ott-11-3697]--[@b17-ott-11-3697] Therefore, we conducted this meta-analysis to compare the chemotherapeutic regimens "with-pemetrexed" versus "non-pemetrexed" in advanced NSCLC patients who had progressed after first-line EGFR-TKIs.

Materials and methods
=====================

Search strategy
---------------

We searched PubMed, Embase, Cochrane Library, and the Web of science for relevant clinical trials up to March 2017. We used the following keywords: "non-small cell lung cancer OR NSCLC", "EGFR-TKIs OR gefitinib OR erlotinib", "progressed OR failure OR acquired resistance", "chemotherapy OR pemetrexed". We did not set any language restrictions, and references listed from relevant primary studies and review articles were also examined to find additional publications.

Inclusion criteria
------------------

The relevant clinical trials were manually selected carefully based on the following criteria: 1) patients were pathologically confirmed of advanced NSCLC; 2) patients using EGFR-TKIs as first-line therapy and developed acquired resistance or progression of disease; 3) trials comparing pemetrexed singlet or pemetrexed-based combination chemotherapy with non-pemetrexed chemotherapy as second-line chemotherapy (with-pemetrexed vs non-pemetrexed); and 4) the included study has sufficient data for extraction. If multiple publications of the same trial were retrieved or if there was a case mix between publications, only the most recent publication (and the most informative) was included.

Data extraction and quality assessment
--------------------------------------

Data from the included studies were extracted and summarized independently by two of the authors (Li and Lu). Any disagreement was resolved by the adjudicating senior authors (Luo and Gu). The following information was extracted from each article: 1) basic information such as year of publication, whether the study included randomized controlled trials (RCTs) or was a retrospective study, author name, etc; and 2) information regarding study such as sample size per group, treatment regimen, RR, disease control rate (DCR), 1-year survival rate (1-year SR), PFS, and overall survival (OS). Available information was extracted and recorded to a data collection form and entered into electronic database.

The assessment quality of RCTs was evaluated using the Jadad score.[@b18-ott-11-3697] When the article attains the score of 3--5 points, its quality is graded as "good". The methodological quality of retrospective studies was assessed by the modified Newcastle-Ottawa scale.[@b19-ott-11-3697] A score of 0--9 was allocated to each study, and a score of 6 or more was considered to be of high quality.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

The event occurrence rate was used for comparing the results of RR, DCR, and 1-year SR in both arms. Hazard ratio (HR) and associated 95% CI were used for comparing PFS and OS in both the arms.

Statistical analyses of the RR, DCR, 1-year SR, PFS, and OS were performed by using the software Review Manager 5.3. Statistical heterogeneity between studies was assessed using the chi-square test with significance set at *P*\<0.10, and heterogeneity was quantified using the *I*[@b2-ott-11-3697] statistic. A random-effects model was used if there was heterogeneity between studies; otherwise, a fixed-effects model was used. When PFS and OS could not be extracted from the original papers, we deciphered them from the survival curve as reported by Parmar et al.[@b20-ott-11-3697] All reported *P*-values were two-sided and *P*-values less than 0.05 were considered as statistically significant. Funnel plots were used to screen for potential publication bias.

Results
=======

Characteristics of the included trials
--------------------------------------

After the selection procedure ([Figure 1](#f1-ott-11-3697){ref-type="fig"}), one RCT[@b15-ott-11-3697] and three retrospective studies[@b14-ott-11-3697],[@b16-ott-11-3697],[@b17-ott-11-3697] were considered eligible and included in this meta-analysis. The characteristics and data extracted from these studies are listed in [Table 1](#t1-ott-11-3697){ref-type="table"}. Finally, a total of 354 patients from four clinical studies were available for meta-analysis, with 202 in the chemotherapy with-pemetrexed arm and 152 in the chemotherapy non-pemetrexed arm. In these 354 patients, mostly metastatic and stage IV adenocarcinoma, except for 11 patients with stage IIIb in the RCT.[@b15-ott-11-3697] All of these 354 patients were treated using EGFR-TKIs as first-line therapy, and none of them were treated with any radiation therapy before. After the first-line EGFR-TKIs treatment, the patients presented local progress and distant metastasis, and hence changed to second-line chemotherapy regimens. The regimens included in the with-pemetrexed arm are pemetrexed singlet or pemetrexed-based combination chemotherapy ([Table 1](#t1-ott-11-3697){ref-type="table"}). The regimens of the non-pemetrexed arm comprised conventional cytotoxic chemotherapy singlet (eg, docetaxel singlet) or doublet (eg, platinum doublet, navelbine/platinum doublet and platinum+gemcitabine/navelbine/taxotere doublet) ([Table 1](#t1-ott-11-3697){ref-type="table"}).

Jadad score was used to assess the study quality of RCT and the score obtained was 3. Three retrospective studies were used to assess Newcastle-Ottawa scale and the score obtained was 6. All these articles were considered to be of high quality.

Response rate
-------------

The pooled RR, through which the response rate of the four trials[@b14-ott-11-3697]--[@b17-ott-11-3697] was analyzed, did not show significant difference between with-pemetrexed arm and non-pemetrexed arm (OR 1.43, 95% CI 0.85--2.41, *P*=0.18, [Figure 2](#f2-ott-11-3697){ref-type="fig"}). There was no significant heterogeneity between the trials (*P*=0.44), and the pooled RR was calculated using fixed-effort model.

Disease control rate
--------------------

The pooled DCR, through which the disease control rate of the four trials[@b14-ott-11-3697]--[@b17-ott-11-3697] was analyzed, did not show significant difference between with-pemetrexed arm and non-pemetrexed arm (OR 1.5, 95% CI 0.94--2.39, *P*=0.09, [Figure 3](#f3-ott-11-3697){ref-type="fig"}). There was no significant heterogeneity between the trials (*P*=0.20), and the pooled DCR was calculated using fixed-effort model.

One-year survival rate
----------------------

Only two trials reported 1-year SR data.[@b15-ott-11-3697],[@b17-ott-11-3697] There was no significant difference in the pooled 1-year SR between with-pemetrexed arm and non-pemetrexed arm (OR 1.47, 95% CI 0.79--2.74, *P*=0.22, [Figure 4](#f4-ott-11-3697){ref-type="fig"}). There was no significant heterogeneity between the trials (*P*=0.23), and the pooled 1-year SR was calculated using fixed-effort model.

Progression-free survival
-------------------------

The three retrospective studies[@b14-ott-11-3697],[@b16-ott-11-3697],[@b17-ott-11-3697] included in the analysis provided PFS data and/or survival curves. The PFS was pooled by the hazard ratio (HR) and 95% CI. Compared to non-pemetrexed chemotherapy arm, the with-pemetrexed chemotherapy arm resulted in statistically significant improvement in PFS (HR 0.61, 95% CI 0.46--0.81, *P*=0.0005, [Figure 5](#f5-ott-11-3697){ref-type="fig"}) without apparent heterogeneity among the studies (*P*=0.32), so we performed PFS using fixed-effort model.

Overall survival
----------------

The RCT of Dong et al did not provide the data regarding OS, while the three retrospective studies of Park et al, Yang et al, and Tseng et al[@b14-ott-11-3697],[@b16-ott-11-3697],[@b17-ott-11-3697] provided PFS data and/or survival curves. Compared to non-pemetrexed chemotherapy arm, the with-pemetrexed chemotherapy arm showed statistically significant improvement in OS (HR 0.62, 95% CI 0.42--0.90, *P*=0.01, [Figure 6](#f6-ott-11-3697){ref-type="fig"}). The OS was analyzed using fixed-effort model because there was no significant heterogeneity between the trials (*P*=0.26).

Publication bias
----------------

[Figure 7](#f7-ott-11-3697){ref-type="fig"} shows a funnel plot of the studies included in this meta-analysis that reported RR. All studies lie inside the 95% CIs, with an approximate even distribution around the vertical, indicating no obvious publication bias. The DCR, 1-year SR, PFS, and OS still did not suggest apparent publication bias in the funnel plot.

Discussion
==========

EGFR mutations are most common among NSCLC patients with adenocarcinoma and little or no history of smoking. Molecular testing for mutations in EGFR and other driver oncogenes is now a standard protocol for the initial workup of newly diagnosed adenocarconima. Those with activating EGFR mutations, especially exon 19 deletions and L858R, have broader therapeutic options and improved survival compared with patients without an oncogenic driver.[@b21-ott-11-3697],[@b22-ott-11-3697] Three EGFR-TKIs such as erlotinib, gefitinib, and afatinib are approved for first-line treatment of EGFR mutant lung cancer based on multiple Phase III studies demonstrating superiority of EGFR TKIs over chemotherapy in this setting.[@b4-ott-11-3697]--[@b8-ott-11-3697] Despite EGFR-TKIs showing good efficacy and longer PFS than cytotoxic chemotherapy, acquired resistance to EGFR-TKI treatment was always a concern. For patients with advanced adenocarcinoma harboring susceptible EGFR mutation and who developed acquired resistance to the first-line EGFR-TKIs treatment, cytotoxic chemotherapy was considered to be an effective second-line salvage therapy.

However, the optimum chemotherapeutic regimen in the patients who failed first-line treatment with EGFR-TKIs is inconsistent. A majority of patients in the advanced stage have a lower tolerance for the adverse effects associated with treatment as their organ reserve capacity is low. Selection of an efficacious and well-tolerated chemotherapy regimen is important in advanced patients with NSCLC. Sun et al reported that pemetrexed is the optimal drug with good efficacy and tolerable toxicity if it was used as the post-progression therapy.[@b23-ott-11-3697] Pemetrexed is a multi-target antifolic acid preparation containing pyrrole pyrimidine that can inhibit key enzymes in the folate-dependent metabolic pathways, thereby affecting tumor growth.[@b24-ott-11-3697],[@b25-ott-11-3697] It inhibits the activities of dihydrofolate synthetase, thymidylate synthetase, and glycinamide ribonucleotide formyltransferase. In addition, it transports folate carrier and the cell membrane-folate binding protein transport system into cells to synthesize glutamic acid, which inhibits enzyme activity to prevent tumor growth.[@b26-ott-11-3697] Clinical trials showed that pemetrexed-based chemotherapy provided longer PFS and OS than gemcitabine-based chemotherapy, while the regimen was used as the first-line therapy for patients with advanced NSCLC.[@b27-ott-11-3697]

In this meta-analysis, we aim to compare the second-line regimens of chemotherapy with pemetrexed versus non-pemetrexed in the RR, DCR, 1-year SR, PFS, and OS after failure of first-line EGFR-TKIs. In the with-pemetrexed arm, the regimens included pemetrexed singlet or pemetrexed-based combination chemotherapy, and the non-pemetrexed arm included conventional cytotoxic chemotherapy singlet or doublet. The results of our meta-analysis showed that there was no significant difference between with-pemetrexed arm and non-pemetrexed arm in RR (OR 1.43, 95% CI 0.85--2.41, *P*=0.18), DCR (OR 1.5, 95% CI 0.94--2.39, *P*=0.09), and 1-year SR (OR 1.47, 95% CI 0.79--2.74, *P*=0.22). But our data and the forest plot indicated that the with-pemetrexed arm tended to show a better RR, DCR, and 1-year SR compares to non-pemetrexed arm. However, this meta-analysis demonstrated that compared with the non-pemetrexed regimens, the second-line regimens of chemotherapy with pemetrexed after failure of first-line EGFR-TKI significantly improved the PFS (HR 0.61, 95% CI 0.46--0.81, *P*=0.0005) and OS (HR 0.62, 95% CI 0.42--0.90, *P*=0.01). This may be related to the lower toxicity associated with pemetrexed. However, among the four trials included in this present meta-analysis, only the RCT of Dong et al[@b15-ott-11-3697] reported the adverse reactions. It was indicated that compared with the pemetrexed group, patients receiving docetaxel experienced significantly higher rates of nausea, myelosuppression, renal damage, and hair loss (all *P*\<0.05).[@b15-ott-11-3697] So, we assume that good efficacy is an important factor that contributed to prolonged PFS and OS, but it is also reasonable to consider that the lower toxicity of pemetrexed resulted in better PFS and OS. However, although compared with non-pemetrexed regimens, the second-line chemotherapeutic regimens with pemetrexed did not show apparent advantage in RR, DCR, and 1-year SR, they provided significantly longer PFS and OS.

Limitations
===========

First, the number of included trials and the group size was small. After the selection procedure, only one RCT and three retrospective studies were included in this meta-analysis. The with-pemetrexed arm included a total of 202 patients, and the non-pemetrexed arm included a total of 152 patients. In addition, the retrospective nature of the three studies[@b14-ott-11-3697],[@b16-ott-11-3697],[@b17-ott-11-3697] meant that there was an inevitable selection bias. For example, the patient's individual characteristics, such as age, comorbidities, and performance status, might have influenced the chemotherapy regimen choice made by the clinical physicians, and this could have confounded the outcome of the study. Thus, the results should be interpreted cautiously. If more number of RCTs and patients can be included, the results will be more convincing. Second, the second-line chemotherapeutic regimens after the progression of the first-line TKIs were not uniform in the four trials that were included in this meta-analysis. Indeed, the regimens of the with-pemetrexed arm included pemetrexed singlet or pemetrexed-based combination chemotherapy, and the regimens of the non-pemetrexed arm included conventional cytotoxic chemotherapy singlet or doublet, such as docetaxel singlet, navelbine/platinum doublet, or platinum + gemcitabine/navelbine/taxotere. Current studies show that platinum-based chemotherapeutic regimens are superior for NSCLC.[@b28-ott-11-3697] [Table 1](#t1-ott-11-3697){ref-type="table"} showed that the chemotherapeutic regimens of with-pemetrexed arm contains 114 patients with platinum, and the non-pemetrexed arm contains 97 patients wih platinum. At present we cannot conduct further stratified analysis according to the usage of platinum in each trial. Therefore, multiple factors contributed to the result in this meta-analysis.

Conclusion
==========

Our meta-analysis showed that compared with non-pemetrexed regimens, the second-line with-pemetrexed chemotherapeutic regimens provided significantly longer PFS and OS in the advanced NSCLC patients who had progressed after first-line treatment with EGFR TKIs. This indicates that the with-pemetrexed chemotherapeutic regimen may be an optimal second-line chemotherapeutic regimen for patients with advanced NSCLC after EGFR-TKI failure.
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![Flowchart of trial selection process.\
**Abbreviations:** EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; TKIs, tyrosine kinase inhibitors; RCT, randomized controlled trial.](ott-11-3697Fig1){#f1-ott-11-3697}

![With-pemetrexed vs non-pemetrexed as second-line chemotherapy in RR.\
**Abbreviations:** RR, response rate; M--H, Mantel--Haenszel.](ott-11-3697Fig2){#f2-ott-11-3697}

![With-pemetrexed vs non-pemetrexed as second-line chemotherapy in DCR.\
**Abbreviations:** DCR, disease control rate; M--H, Mantel--Haenszel.](ott-11-3697Fig3){#f3-ott-11-3697}

![With-pemetrexed vs non-pemetrexed as second-line chemotherapy in 1-year SR.\
**Abbreviations:** 1-year SR, 1-year survival rate; M--H, Mantel--Haenszel.](ott-11-3697Fig4){#f4-ott-11-3697}

![With-pemetrexed vs non-pemetrexed as second-line chemotherapy in PFS.\
**Abbreviations:** PFS, progression-free survival; SE, standard error.](ott-11-3697Fig5){#f5-ott-11-3697}

![With-pemetrexed vs non-pemetrexed as second-line chemotherapy in OS.\
**Abbreviations:** OS, overall survival; SE, standard error.](ott-11-3697Fig6){#f6-ott-11-3697}

![Funnel plots illustrating meta-analysis of RR.\
**Abbreviations:** RR, response rate; SE, standard error; OR, odds ratio.](ott-11-3697Fig7){#f7-ott-11-3697}

###### 

Characteristics and data extracted from the studies included in this meta-analysis

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Authors/year                         Type            EGFR mutation   Second-line regimens (per arm)                Patients enrolled   RR (%)   DCR (%)   1-year SR (%)   PFS                  OS                   Jadad/Ottawa score
  ------------------------------------ --------------- --------------- --------------------------------------------- ------------------- -------- --------- --------------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------
  Dong et al 2014[@b15-ott-11-3697]    RCT             Yes             Pem, docetaxel                                54\                 22.2\    51.9\     25.9\           NA                   NA                   3
                                                                                                                     55                  25.5     52.7      25.5                                                      

  Park et al 2015[@b16-ott-11-3697]    Retrospective   Yes             Pem, platinum doublet                         34\                 24\      91\       NA              HR: 0.47\            HR: 0.50\            6
                                                                                                                     26                  12       88                        95% CI: 0.26--0.84   95% CI: 0.22--1.13   

  Tseng et al 2016[@b17-ott-11-3697]   Retrospective   Yes             Pem ± platinum ± beva, NVB/platinum doublet   37\                 32.4\    78.4\     NA              HR: 0.54\            HR: 0.92\            6
                                                                                                                     46                  17.4     50.0                      95% CI: 0.34--0.86   95% CI: 0.50--1.68   

  Yang et al 2016[@b14-ott-11-3697]    Retrospective   Yes             Pem + platinum, platinum + GEM/NVB/TXT        77\                 26\      54.6\     60.3\           HR: 0.78\            HR: 0.47\            6
                                                                                                                     25                  20       48        40.9            95% CI: 0.51--1.2    95% CI: 0.26--0.83   
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Abbreviations:** EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; RR, response rate; PFS, progression-free survival; OS, overall survival; DCR, disease control rate; 1-year SR, 1-year survival rate; RCT, randomized controlled trial; HR, hazard ratio; Pem, pemetrexed; Beva, bevacizumab; GEM, gemcitabine; NVB, navelbine; TXT, taxotere; NA, no assessment.
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